The Tower of Hanoi has been widely accepted as an evaluation of cognitive procedural learning in amnesia but inconsistent findings have raised questions about the nature of the learning process involved in this task. This article presents the performance of a hippocampal amnesic, MS, who, showing poor learning across daily sessions of a formal evaluation, subsequently solved the puzzle through spontaneous use of a declarative-level strategy (the oddeven rule), suggesting that his primary approach to the task was the deployment of declarative solution-searching strategies. The presented data suggest normal learning within daily sessions, but subnormal learning across daily sessions due to the forgetting of acquired declarative information. It is suggested that tasks that are potentially solvable by an algorithm or rule, as is the Tower of Hanoi, be regarded as inappropriate for use in cognitive procedural assessments.
INTRODUCTION
A widely accepted characterization of mid-temporal lobe amnesia is that it is a disorder of long-term memory that spares general intelligence and personality. Vigorous research on the nature of this condition has yielded a provocative theory: that long-term memory itself appears to constitute a collection of processes, only some of which are compromised by the amnesic disorder. Thus, while amnesia involves a deficit in the ability to form new long-term memories for such things as personal experiences and general factual information, other processes, such as those that sup-
